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§ 1. Let A denote a finite bet called an alphabet, and consider the set
A * consisting of all finite sequences of elements of A . The element s of
A * are called words and a block of consecutive terms in a word is called
a subword. Let F C A *, and let A */F denote the set of words which do
not have any element s of F as subwords. Many combinatorial enumeration
problems involve sets having the form A */F. Sometimes more detailed
information about elements of A */F can be obtained by means of weight
functions.
In the first part of this note it will be shown how to calculate the sum
of the weights of the elements of A */F provided F is finite, and the weight
function w satisfies the law w(ab)=w(a)w(b) for all a, b E A */F . The
method involves the use of de Bruijn-Good graphs [1], and a theorem
of Read [2]. A short exposition of these ideas is included. The last part
of this note makes an application of this method to a special case of the
following unsolved problem.
Let tXi(X) = TntX +c. (i = 1, ... , k) with nu, Ci non -negative integers , suppose
ml .. . mk has distinct prime divisors PI, ... , ph, and let j(eb . .. , eh) denote
the number of distinct functions having the form p? . .. p~hX+C repre-
sented by compositions of tXI, .. . , tXk . Assume further that tXi (X ) # X for
i = 1, . .. , k , Prove or disprove that
(1) 2 j(el, ... , eh)x? ... x""h=F(xI, ... , Xk)
••5N
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represents a rational function . It if'> easy to show that F if'> a rational
function provided lXI, ••• , lXle are unrelated. We will show in a forthcoming
paper that F is a rational function when ml = . . . =mlc. The last section
of this paper involves still another case in which F is a rational function.
We conjecture that F is a rational function for all finite sets {lXl, .. • , lXlc},
provided none of the lX'S is the identity function.
§ 2. A de Bruijn-Good graph has as its vertex set An, the n-tuples
of elements of a finite alphabet A = {al, .. . , ale}. Two elements x, yEAn
with X= (Xl, ... , Xn), Y= (Yl, , Yn) form a directed edge (x, y) in the graph
just when Xt+l= Yi for i = I, , n - I; that is, the last n - I components
of x overlap the first n-I components of y. The word XIYIYZ ••• Yn is
associated with the edge (x , y) . The number of vertices in this graph is
IAln=kn, and, since each vertex has exactly IAI=k edges directed away
from it, there are IAln+1 =kn+1 edges in the graph. The de Bruijn-Good
graphs were first studied to find a cycle of elements of A such that every
element of A n+1 occurs as a block of consecutive elements in the cycle
just once . Such cycles are equivalent to Eulerian cycles (that is, a cycle
which involves each edge exactly once) in the de Bruijn-Good graph .
Modifications of these graphs can be used to study sets having the form
A */F with A and F finite sets. Call words in A */F good and words not
in A*/F bad. Suppose the longest word (or words) in F has length n+ l.
If F is replaced with F', the set of all bad words of length n + I, then
A*/F and A*/F' are nearly equal because A*/F' does not contain any
bad words longer than n. If F has some elements shorter than n+ I,
then A*/F' contains some bad words, but these must be shorter than
n+ 1. Now consider a graph G(A, F) having the good words of length n
as its vertex set, and the edge set defined as in the de Bruijn-Good graph
except that an edge having an element of F' associated with it is deleted.
More precisely, good words x, Y of length n with X=XI ... Xn, Y=YI . .. Yn
form a directed edge (x, y) just when Xi+1 =Yi for i= 1, ... , n-I, and
XIYIYZ . • • Yn is a good word. Now note that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between good words of length m and paths of length m - n
in G(A, F) for all m>n. (The good word XIXZ .. . Xm corresponds to the
path (Xl •. . Xn, Xz ... Xn, , Xm-n+1 ... xm) , and it follows from the definitions
that (Xi ... Xt+n-l, XHI XHn) is an edge in the graph.)
It is well-known that the number of paths of length h from vertex i
to vertex j in a directed graph with vertex set {l , .. . , p} is the (i, j)th
entry in the h-power of the p x p incidence matrix of the graph. R. C.
Read [2] observed that more information about these paths can be obtained
by use of weight functions . Let V = {I, ... , p}, let S , T C V, and let
E C V x V. A word VI ... Vh over V if'> considered good just when VI E S,
Vh E T, and (Vi, VHI) E E for i = I , .. ., h-l. (In other words, (VI, .. . , vn) is
a path in the directed graph (V, E) with VI in a start set Sand Vh in a
terminating set T .) A weight function w is defined on V and extended
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to V* by defining the weight of V=VI • • • VII as W(VI) ••• w(VlI) if V is good,
and w(v) = 0 otherwise. Read's observation is that
(2) ~ w(V)=SEII-IT,
~Evh
where S is a 1 x p row matrix whose ith entry is w(i) if i E S, and 0 if
i rt S, E is an p x p matrix whose (i, j)th entry is w(j) if (i, j) E E and 0
if (i, j) rt E, and T is a p x 1 column matrix whose jth entry is 1 if JET
and 0 if j rt T. If the weight function w is defined so that the sum of the
weights of all words is itself a weight, then
00
(3) ~ w(v)=S(I-E)-IT= ~ SEll-IT,
nV* h-l
where I denotes the p x p identity matrix.
Read's technique was originally formulated to deal with words which
omit certain two-letter words over a finite alphabet, but the technique
is actually capable of dealing with sets having the form A*/F with A
and F finite. The graph G(A, F) is used in place of (V, R), and (2) (or
(3) when appropriate) may be used to deal with good words of length
n or greater. Good words of length less than n may be dealt with by
modifying F (delete the words of length n+ 1 and redefine G(A, F)), and
apply (2). In particular, note that if weights are polynomials, then (2)
gives rise to a polynomial, and if the sum in (3) exists, it represents a
rational function whose denominator may be taken as the determinant
of I -E.
Let fA*/F(h) = f(h) denote the number of good words of length h in
A*/F, then it follows that
00
(4) ~ f(h)xll
h-O
represents a rational function, say p(x)/q(x) with p, q relatively prime
polynomials, and q(x) = 1-qIx - ... -qrxr. Furthermore, q is a factor of
the polynomial det (I - E), and the sequence (f(h): h ;»n) satisfies the
difference equation
(5) f(h) =qIf(h-1) + ... +qr/(h-r) (h ;;.r+n).
Often the technique just outlined may be replaced with a shorter method
involving a smaller system of equations. For example, to find the generating
function for the number of words of length h over {(X, {3, y} which omit
(X(X{3 would require a 9 x 9 matrix. A smaller and simpler system is obtained
by the following method. Let G denote the generating function, and let
Gu denote the generating function for good words of length h which have
the word u as an initial subword, then:
G= 1+GIS +Gp+G",
(6) Gp=G,,=xG, G",=x(G-G",p),
G"'fJ=x2G.
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This readily implies
(7) G= 1/(1- 3x + xS).
The foregoing example is a special case of the following procedure. As
usual, suppose A and F are finite sets with F C A *, and let w denote a
weight function defined on A * satisfying w(ab) = w(a)w(b) for all a, b E A *.
Suppose further that the weight function is such that the sum
(8) Gu = ! w(uv) (u E A */F)
unA*/F
is also a weight. Put G = !aeA Ga=GA where A is the empty word over A .
Define a word r to be basic if it is bad but no proper initial subword is
bad, that is, r is basic just when r is bad, and r = st with s, t"* A implies
e is good. Now we have
(9) Gu=w(u)(G-! Gv ).
uv balle
vcA*/F
To see that (9) is true, observe that a bad word having the form ug with
g a good word has a shortest bad initial subword, say uv, so g = vg' and
v is unique with v E A */F . Also, note that if u is good, and uv is basic,
then the length of v is not greater than n, where n + I is the length of
the longest word in F. (A terminal subword of uv is an element of F,
and must overlap u.) Besides (9) one needs the fa ct that
(10) G=w(A)+! Ga,
aeA
where, as usual, 11 denotes the empty word over A . Together (9) and (10)
give rise to a linear system involving Gu for all good words u not longer
t han n. Obviously, as was done in our example, a procedure may be
followed to keep this syst em small. First, write down (10). Then at each
stage write down expressions for those Gu which have appeared on the
right side of earlier expressions. Since the length of u is bounded by n,
this procedure terminates leaving us with a system linear in certain
expressions a;
§ 3. Let lX(X) = 2x + 1, fJ(x)= 3x + I, y(x) = 6x + I, and consider the semi-
group S generated by lX , fJ, y under composition of functions. (The con-
vention that ea denotes the composition ea(x) = e(a(x )) is used here.) Let
A = {lX, fJ, y}, then an element lXI '" lXk E A * is interpreted as the compo-
sition of lXI , •.• , lXk. Two element s e, a E A * are equivalent if they represent
the same function, and equivalence of e, a is denoted e ,....., a. For example,
sinc e lXlXfJ (X) = 12x + 7 = YlX (X), lXlXfJ ,....., YIX . W e are going to show that every
equivalence class of element s has exactly one element whi ch does not
have lXlXfJ as a subword. Thus, A * /lXlXfJ has exactly one representative
of each equivalence class. (The set brackets which should be enclosing
lXlXfJ in A * /lX lXfJ have been dropped on aesthetic grounds.)
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Assuming for the moment that A*fo,;(xfJ has exactly one representative
of each equivalence class, we define a weight function as follows. Let
w(.x)=u, w(fJ)=v, w(y)=uv, then the weight w(a)=u£vJ of a word a
indicates that the function represented by a has the form 2£3Jx + c for
some integer c. Thus, if f(i, j) denotes the number of distinct functions
2i3Jx + c represented by compositions of .x, (J, y, then
(11) G= ~ w(a)= ~ f(i,j)uivJ•
ac A*/"''''fJ i . i
Following the procedure given in the last part of section 2, a system
of equations similar to (6) is derived.
G= 1+G", +GfJ +G",
(12) G",=u(G-G"'fJ)' GfJ=vG, G,,=uvG,
G"'fJ = uvG.
Solving for G one gets
(13) G = (1- u - v - uv +U2V)-1 = Z f(i, j)uivJ•
i.i
It follows that f(i,O)=f(O,j)=I, f(i,j) =2j+l , f(i+I,I) =i+2 for
i,j=O, 1, . . . , and
(14) f(i,j) = f(i-l ,j) +f(i,j -1) + f(i -I,j -1) - f(i - 2,j -1) (i > 2,j > 1).
A small table of values of f(i, j) is given below.
i/j 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13
2 1 4 11 22 37 56 79
3 1 5 17 45 97 181 305
4 1 6 24 75 195 436 866
5 1 7 32 114 339 873 1994
6 1 8 41 163 541 1558 3989
Table of values of f (i, j)
The proof that A *f.x.xfJ has exactly one representative of each equiva-
lence class breaks into two parts. In the first part it will be shown that
each equivalence class has at least one representative in A *f.x.xfJ. In the
second part, it will be shown that elements of A *f.x.xfJ represent distinct
functions .
The first part of the proof can be cast in a slightly more general setting
which hopefully will be useful at a later date. Suppose S is a semigroup
finitely generated by affine operations .x£(x) = min +Ci with mi, Ci integers,
and ImtI> 1 for i = I, ... , k. The words over A = {.xl, .. ., .xk}are interpreted
as compositions of the x'a, and two words (l, a are equivalent just when
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t hey represent the same function, in which case, write e '" a. The equi-
valence classes induced in A * are necessarily finite. In fact, if the words
in a class represent the function mx+o, then the number of elements in
the class is at most the number of ordered factorizations of m int o factors
belonging to the multiset (mi, ... , mk). Since l?ni l> 1 for i = 1, .. . , k, this
number is finit e. For each a E A*, let [a] denote the equivalence class
containing a. Now suppose e, a E A * are distinct and e '" a, then for
every TEA* with T=1= A , the class [T] contains an element j(, which does
not have a as a subword. To see this, consider three cases involving the
relative lengths of e and a. If e is shorter than a, u may be taken as any
element of [T] having minimal length. Evidently j(, cannot have a as a
subword, for if it did, a could be replaced with e to obtain an element
of [T] shorter than the shortest element which is balderdash. If e is longer
than a, 'It may be taken as any element of [or] having maximal length ;
since [T] is finit e, such an element exists. Finally, suppose e an d a have
the same length. In this case it is convenient to prove a stronger result;
namely, for each word T of lengt h h there exists j(, E [T] also of length h
which does not contain a as a subword. It can be assumed without loss
of generality that the last elements of e and a are different. (If e= e').
and a=a')., and every word T has some word j(, of the same length equi-
valent to it which does not have a' as a subword, then j(, does not have
a=a'). as a subword.) Also, suppose there exists a word T of minimal
length h such that every word of length h equivalent to T has a as a
subword. Furthermore, it can be assumed without loss of generality that
List (1,0) List (0,2) List (1,2) List (3,1)
cx 1 {J{J 4 {Jy 4 cxcxy 7
y{J 7 cxycx 15
cxp{J 9 ycxcx 19
List (0,1) List (3,0) {Jcx{J 10 CXPOl.CX 21
{J 1 7 {J{JOI. 13 {Jcxcxcx 22OI.OI.CX
L ist (2,0) List (2, 1) List (0,3) List (2,2)
P{J{J 13 'Y'Y 7
cxcx 3 cxy 3
cx{Jy 9
ycx 7 {JOI.Y 10
CXPOI. 9 L ist (4,0) cxy{J 15List (1,1) POI.CX 10 YOl.{J 19
CXCXOl.OI. 15
cxfJOI.{J 21y 1
OI.{J 3 {Jycx 22
{Jcx 4 ypcx 25
cx{J{Jcx 27
{JOI.{Jcx 28
P{Jcxcx 31
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(J is as far to the right in T as in any other word of the same length equi-
valent to T . Now replace the right-most (J in T with e to obtain 1>. Of
course. 1> f"-.J T. and 1> has length h also. Let j be maximal such that the
jth elements of T and 1> differ. (This is the position in T occupied by the
last element of the right-most (J in T.) Let 1> = fJ,V where fJ, has length j -1.
and since j - 1 < h. there exists a word w of length j - 1 equivalent to fJ,
which does not have (J as a subword. Thus. :Tl:=wv ....... T. :Tl: has length h.
but cannot have (J as a subword because such a subword would have to
overlap wand v. But (J was right-most in T among all words of length
h equivalent to T, so a subword (J overlapping v would have to have the
last element of (J equal to the first element of v which is the last element
of e. Since the last elements of e and (J differ , a contradiction is obtained.
The general result just proved implies that A */txtx{3 contains at least
one representative of each equivalence class. Now we show that the
elements of A */txtx{3 represent distinct functions.
In a table above we have formed List (i. j) for various values of i and j .
List (i. j) is a listing of the elements of A */txtx{3 which represent functions
of the form 2!3Jx+c for fixed non-negative integers i.j with the constants
c in increasing order.
List (2. 2) is typical of a remarkable phenomenon. The numerical
ordering of the words puts them in reversed lexicographical order where
words are read from right to left. That is. the words in List (i. j) break
into three blocks: The first block consists of words which end in Y. the
next consists of words which end in f3, and the last consists of words
which end in tx. Furthermore, if we delete the last element from every
word in the list, the words in the first. second, and third blocks become
the words of List (i -1, j -1). List (i, j -1). and List (i -1. j) respectively.
To prove this result by induction, it is only necessary to check that the
constant of the function represented by the last word in a block of a
list is less than the constant of the function represented by the first
word in the next block of the list. Three cases are treated depending on
the relative sizes of i and j.
In the first case. suppose i > j > 0 and let i = j + h. The last word in the
y-block if f3J-ltxMi-1y, the first and last words in the f3-block are txh+lyi-1f3
and txhy(txf3)J-l respectively, and the first word of the tx-block is txh-1yitx ,
It is easy to check that the inequalities {3i-1txh+J-ly(0)< txM1yJ-lf3(0).
txhy(txf3)J-l(O) < txh-1yitx(0) hold for all h. j> O. In the second case, suppose
i = j > 0, then the relevant inequalities are f3!-ltxHy(O) < txyH{3(O) and
(tx{3)i(O) <f3yHtx(O). Again it is easy to check that these hold for all i>O.
Finally. suppose i> i > 0 and let j = i + h. Then the relevant inequalities
are f3Hh-l tx H y(O) <f3h-ly!f3(O) and f3h(txf3) !(O) < f3h+lyH tx(O) which hold for
all h. i > O. The fact that these inequalities hold is the heart of an induction
proof that List (i, j) consists of distinct functions. Thus, since two elements
of A */txtxf3 must belong to the same list if they represent the same function,
and since A */txtxf3 is the union of all lists and each list represents distinct
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functions, it follows that the elements of A *IlXlXfJ represent distinct
functions.
Let A = {1X1' . .., IXk} denote a set of affine operations IX((X) =1ntX+Ci with
m(, Ci integers for i = 1, . .. , k, and suppose no element of A * has its inverse
in A *. Could it be that there exists a finite set F C A* such that A *IF
is a system of distinct representatives of the equivalence classes of A *?
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